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a b s t r a c t
Tests that require memory retrieval strongly improve long-term retention in comparison to continued studying.
For example, once learners know the translation of a word, restudy practice, during which they see the word and
its translation again, is less effective than testing practice, during which they see only the word and retrieve the
translation from memory. In the present functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we investigated
the neuro-cognitive mechanisms underlying this striking testing effect. Twenty-six young adults without prior
knowledge of Swahili learned the translation of 100 Swahili words and then further practiced the words in an
fMRI scanner by restudying or by testing. Recall of the translations on a ﬁnal memory test after one week was
signiﬁcantly better and faster for tested words than for restudied words. Brain regions that were more active
during testing than during restudying included the left inferior frontal gyrus, ventral striatum, and midbrain
areas. Increased activity in the left inferior parietal and left middle temporal areas during testing but not during
restudying predicted better recall on the ﬁnal memory test. Together, results suggest that testing may be more
beneﬁcial than restudying due to processes related to targeted semantic elaboration and selective strengthening
of associations between retrieval cues and relevant responses, and may involve increased effortful cognitive
control and modulations of memory through striatal motivation and reward circuits.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Neural correlates of testing effects in vocabulary learning
Tests that require memory retrieval improve long-term retention
more than continued studying (Roediger and Karpicke, 2006b).
For example, once learners know the translation of a word, restudy
practice, during which they see the word and translation again, is
less effective than testing practice, during which they see only the
word and retrieve the translation from memory (Karpicke and
Roediger, 2008). This testing effect has received much attention from
behavioral studies, but its neural correlates are still largely unknown
(Roediger and Butler, 2011).
To the best of our knowledge, only two fMRI studies have, so far,
explicitly investigated testing effects. Eriksson et al. (2011) scanned
participants during a ﬁnal recall test following prior testing practice,
and interpreted correlations between anterior cingulate activation and
the amount of prior testing in terms of enhanced memory consolidation. Hashimoto et al. (2011) investigated brain activity related to
repeated testing and showed both repetition enhancement and attenuation at the ﬁnal recall. Both of these studies documented facilitated
retrieval processes after prior testing. In the present study, we took
a different approach and investigated the testing practice phase
itself. We directly compared the brain activity related to testing and
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restudying in order to gain insight into the neuro-cognitive mechanisms by which testing improves memory more than restudying.
Most explanations of testing effects assume that testing improves
memory more than restudying because it involves more effortful semantic processing (Roediger and Karpicke, 2006b). More speciﬁcally,
testing is thought to enhance cognitive effort (e.g., Pyc and Rawson,
2009), which is deﬁned somewhat vaguely as an index of the amount
of goal-directed, non-automatic processing (Roediger and Butler,
2011). In this context, testing has also been said to constitute a desirable
difﬁculty during learning because it increases beneﬁcial deep semantic
processing (Bjork and Bjork, 1992). This could lead to a strengthening
of the association between retrieval cues and target information
and an improved efﬁciency of search processes during later recall
(e.g., Karpicke and Smith, 2012; Karpicke and Zaromb, 2010), such
that irrelevant associations are suppressed and target information
comes to mind earlier in response to retrieval cues (Thomas and
McDaniel, 2013). Alternatively, testing could improve memory because
searching for the correct answer during memory retrievals extends
semantic networks around the target information with additional associations, thereby increasing the number of available retrieval cues that
can lead to later recall (Carpenter, 2009).
Although these explanations of testing effects are rather abstract,
some predictions about possible neural substrates can be derived.
First, the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) has consistently been related to
controlled, effortful processing during memory retrieval (Race et al.,
2009). More speciﬁcally, IFG is thought to maintain retrieval plans
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to favor the activation of relevant information, and to be involved in
the selection among competing representations (Badre and Wagner,
2007). Furthermore, IFG activity has been related to semantic processing (Gabrieli et al., 1996; Wagner et al., 1998), during which frontal control processes are thought to act on semantic representations
stored in more posterior regions of the brain (Whitney et al., 2011).
Although semantic representations are probably distributed across
multiple brain areas, a recent meta-analysis of 120 studies suggested
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that the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and the inferior parietal lobe
(IPL) could function as association areas that integrate different aspects of semantic concepts (Binder et al., 2009). More speciﬁcally,
MTG and IPL seem to mediate the storage and retrieval of word meaning and the integration of information into larger units for semantic
processing (Lau et al., 2008). Therefore, it is likely that the coordinated activity of IFG, MTG, and IPL is involved in testing if effortful,
elaborate semantic processing enhances the memory trace.

B

A

C

Fig. 1. Experimental procedure. A. Overview of the complete experiment that consisted of an extensive initial encoding phase before scanning, testing and restudy practice in the
MR scanner, and a memory test one week later. B. Overview of the four initial encoding tasks with which the participants studied 100 experimental words and 20 control words.
C. Overview of the practice trials in the fMRI scanner. This phase contained the critical experimental manipulation: 50 word-pairs were presented in a testing condition with
retrieval opportunity, and 50 word-pairs were presented in a restudy condition. In the response phase of both testing and restudy trials, participants pressed a button to indicate
whether they thought that they knew the translation of the Swahili word. The response (Yes or No) was displayed for 500 ms. Note that all non-Swahili words were presented in
the participants’ native language Dutch during the experiment.
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To test our predictions about neural correlates of testing effects, we
collected fMRI data while Dutch participants practiced previously
encoded Swahili-Dutch word-pairs by looking at the whole pair
(restudying), and while retrieving the translation from memory upon
seeing only the Swahili word (testing) (Fig. 1C). Based on earlier studies
(e.g., Roediger and Karpicke, 2006a), we expected that testing would
lead to better recall than restudying on a later memory test. With respect to brain activity, we derived two hypotheses from the idea that
testing increases semantic elaborations and effortful cognitive control:
First, we expected higher activity in IFG, IPL, and MTG during testing
than during restudying. Second, we expected that activity in these
areas during testing and perhaps also during restudying would predict
later recall.
Materials and methods
Participants
Twenty-six female ﬁrst-year university students (Mage = 19.5 years,
SDage = 1.9) participated in the experiment for course credits. The
native language of all participants was Dutch and they had no prior
knowledge of Swahili. All participants reported that they were
right-handed, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, no neurological or psychiatric history and no language-impairments. The data of 22
participants were included in the analyses; the other four participants
were excluded because they had too few trials in speciﬁc conditions
of interest (i.e., less than ten remembered or less than ten forgotten
words). To increase motivation, there was a small ﬁnancial reward
(10 Euro) for the 10% of participants who performed best.
Stimuli
The stimuli were 100 Swahili nouns with their Dutch translation,
and 20 control words (also Swahili nouns) of which no translation
was given, but which were randomly paired with the Dutch word
for “left” or “right”. All Swahili words were pronounceable for Dutch
native speakers, e.g. “kiti” (chair), “panya” (mouse).
Procedure
The experiment consisted of two sessions, which were both
conducted at the same laboratory. Session 1 began with an extensive
initial encoding phase, followed by testing and restudy practice in
the MR scanner. There was a delay of about 15 min between the
initial encoding phase and the practice phase in the scanner, due to
preparation of the participants for scanning. Session 2 was conducted
one week later, and contained the ﬁnal memory test (see Fig. 1A).
Initial encoding
The purpose of the initial encoding phase was to let the participants learn the translations of the 100 Swahili words. For this purpose, they studied the Swahili–Dutch word-pairs at the computer
with four different tasks (Fig. 1B). Throughout these tasks, the Swahili
words were presented simultaneously with their translation to minimize opportunities for retrieval during initial encoding. First, the participants saw all word-pairs once for 8 s each and were instructed to
think of an association to remember the words. Second, they typed in
a short description of each association when cued with the complete
word-pairs. Third, the participants practiced with an adaptive computer program that presented the complete word-pairs, one at a
time. After each presentation, the participants were asked to make a
judgment of learning by pressing a button for either “Yes, I already
know the translation” or “No, I don’t know the translation yet”.
Presentations of each word-pair continued until the participants
had responded with “Yes” in two consecutive encoding rounds. The
number of rounds necessary to learn each word was then used to

assign the words to the experimental conditions in such a way that
the mean number of rounds during initial encoding was equal for
the 50 restudied words and the 50 tested words for each participant.
The control word-pairs (Swahili words paired with the word “left” or
“right”) were presented during the ﬁrst two encoding rounds and
the participants responded by pressing the indicated (left or right)
button. The participants were told that they did not have to remember the control words. Fourth, at the end of the encoding phase,
all word-pairs were presented one more time and participants again
pressed a button to make learning judgments. In total, the initial encoding
phase took about 1 h and 15 min, with variations depending on the number of rounds that the participants required to learn each word.
Testing and restudy practice in the fMRI scanner
The critical experimental manipulation took place in the fMRI scanner, where the participants practiced 50 words in a testing condition
and the other 50 words in a restudy condition. The difference between
the conditions was that the complete word-pair was visible on the
screen in the restudy condition, whereas only the Swahili word was visible in the testing condition, together with the word “translate”. In both
conditions, the participants responded by pressing a button with their
left hand to indicate whether they knew the translation (see Fig. 1C
for details on the timing of the trials). There was no other overt response. Participants were instructed to do their best to further improve
their memory for the presented words during scanning and to devote
enough attention to each word to make a good judgment of whether
they knew the translation of the word or not. The 20 control words
were randomly paired with the word “left” or “right” in every practice
block, and the participants responded with the left or right button.
The participants completed three practice blocks in the fMRI scanner,
in each of which they saw all 120 word-pairs once in the assigned condition, in a randomized order. Each practice block took approximately
17 min.
Final memory test
Seven days after scanning, the participants took a computerized
test, during which they saw the trained Swahili words in a randomized order (one word at a time) and were instructed to type in the
Dutch translation. There was no time pressure during responding.
Behavioral data analysis
Responses on the ﬁnal test were categorized as either correct or incorrect. In addition, response times were obtained by covertly recording
how long it took the participants to ﬁll in the translation and click on a
button to proceed to the next word, after the Swahili word had
appeared on the screen. Only response times for correct responses
were analyzed.
MRI data acquisition
A 3 T MR scanner (Magnetom TIM TRIO, Siemens Medical Systems,
Erlangen, Germany) was used to acquire T2*-weighted images of the
whole brain with an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (35 slices,
slice thickness: 3.0 mm, slice gap: 0.3 mm, ascending slice acquisition,
repetition time (TR) = 2.22 s, echo time (TE) = 30 ms, ﬂip angle =
80°, matrix size = 64 × 64, ﬁeld of view: 212 mm). In addition, a structural T1-weighted image was obtained using a magnetization-prepared,
rapid-acquisition gradient echo sequence (192 slices, slice thickness:
1.0 mm, TR = 2300 ms, TE = 3.03 ms, ﬂip angle = 8°, matrix =
256 × 256, ﬁeld of view: 256 mm).
MRI data analysis
Image preprocessing and statistical analyses were performed
with SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping; Wellcome Department
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of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; www.ﬁl.ion.ucl.ac.uk) implemented
in Matlab 7.11 (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
Preprocessing
The ﬁrst ﬁve volumes of each participant's functional EPI data were
discarded to allow for T1 equilibration. The EPI images were realigned
to the participant mean EPI image, which was co-registered to the corresponding structural image. Both functional and structural scans were spatially normalized to a common Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
reference brain as deﬁned by the SPM8 T1.nii template (resampled at
voxel size 2 × 2 × 2 mm), as well as spatially ﬁltered by convolving the
functional images with an isotropic three-dimensional (3D) Gaussian
kernel (8 mm full width at half maximum). Slow signal drifts were
removed with a high-pass ﬁlter with a cutoff period of 128 s.
Statistical analyses
As a ﬁrst step, the data were analyzed separately for each participant for each of the three practice blocks. Trials were categorized
based on the practice condition (testing, restudy, control) and the result at the ﬁnal test (LR, LF): Later remembered testing trials (LRT),
later forgotten testing trials (LFT), later remembered restudy trials
(LRRS), later forgotten restudy trials (LFRS), and control trials (C).
Only practice trials in which the participants responded with “Yes,
I know the translation” were used; trials with the answer “No,
I don’t remember” were modeled as trials of no interest in a separate
sixth category. Neural activations corresponding to the six categories
were modeled by separate stick functions, which were time-locked to
the presentation of the word-pairs and convolved with a canonical
hemodynamic response function and its temporal derivative provided by SPM8, to yield twelve regressors in a general linear model
of the BOLD response. The design matrix also included six head motion
regressors (three translations and three rotations determined from the
realignment step). Parameter estimates were calculated and summarized in contrast images against the control trials: LRT — C; LFT — C;
LRRS — C; and LFRS — C. In the second step, these single-subject contrast
images were included in a group-level ANOVA with the factors Block
(1, 2, 3), Practice Condition (Testing, Restudy) and Memory (LR, LF),
in which the participants were treated as random factors. For the
statistical analyses, we used an uncorrected threshold of p b .001
at voxel-level, and applied a threshold of p b .05 (family wise
error corrected) at the cluster-level (cf., for example, Hayasaka and
Nichols, 2003).
Results
Behavioral results
Initial encoding
Prior to scanning, the participants studied all 100 experimental
words and translations to the same criterion (see Materials and
methods section for details). The words were then, for each participant, assigned to the two practice conditions in such a way that
the average number of presentations during encoding was identical
for the 50 tested and the 50 restudied words (across participants
Mtesting = 3.3 (SD = 2.11), Mrestudy = 3.3 (SD = 2.14)).
Practice phase in the scanner
During testing- and restudy practice in the scanner, participants
responded with “Yes, I know the translation” to on average 91.1 of
the 100 experimental words (the rest of the words were modeled
as trials of no interest in the analysis of fMRI data, as described in
the Materials and methods section).
Translation performance after one week (Fig. 2)
At the ﬁnal memory test seven days after practice, participants
recalled more translations of the tested words than of the restudied
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words, t(21) = 7.436, p b .001, d = 1.62. The average performance
difference between the two conditions was 8.2%. At the same time,
participants were on average 596 ms faster to (correctly) ﬁll in translations of tested words than of restudied words, t(21) = 3.257, p =
.004, d = 0.71. When only those words were taken into account to
which participants responded “Yes, I know the translation” during
practice, the performance difference on the ﬁnal test increased to
12.3%, t(21) = 8.682, p b .001, d = 1.89, whereas response time
differences remained approximately the same (MT-RS = 593 ms).
In sum, behavioral testing effects were large and were found both
in terms of the amount of information that was remembered and in
terms of response times (Fig. 2).
Neuroimaging results
Testing versus restudy
To determine which regions were differentially activated during
testing and restudying, the two conditions were compared in a factorial
design (see Materials and methods section for details). As shown in
Table 1, when trials were combined across the three practice blocks
and across levels of subsequent memory, testing engaged a large set
of brain areas in comparison to restudying (see also Fig. 3A). This included bilateral anterior and mid-IFG in pars orbitalis (~BA 47; local
maximum (hereafter abbreviated) [−30; 24; 0]) and pars triangularis
(~BA 45; [−40; 24; 24]), and the left posterior IFG in pars opercularis
(~BA 44; [−42; 4; 34]). Other regions that were more engaged during
testing than during restudying included the bilateral ventral striatum
[12;10; −2] and midbrain areas [8; −20; −12], left supplementary
motor areas [−6;18;50], left middle occipital gyrus [–26; –72; 42]
and bilateral lingual gyrus [−8; −82;10].
The results for the reversed comparison of restudy over testing trials
are reported in Table 2. The right IPL [50; −70; 28] and left IPL [−54;
−66;42]; the right MTG [64; –16; –14]; the right middle cingulate
gyrus [8; −50;40], right middle frontal gyrus [28; 34; 48] and left middle
orbital gyrus [−8; 58; 4] were more active during restudying than during
testing.
Practice effects
The results on the ﬁnal memory test seven days after practice
were used to categorize the practice trials into practice of laterremembered (LR) and later-forgotten (LF) words, which were then
compared to each other to ﬁnd areas in which activity predicted
later memory. Note that we refer to this contrast as “practice effect”
to distinguish it from classic subsequent memory effects (e.g., Kim,
2011), which are based on data obtained during a single encoding opportunity and not during additional practice, as in the present study.
For the restudy items, the LR–LF comparison revealed activity
in the bilateral rectal gyrus extending to left superior orbital gyrus
[− 2;40; − 2]. For the testing items, a large set of brain areas was predictive of later memory, including the superior medial and superior
frontal gyrus [− 12; 56; 8], the left middle cingulate cortex and left
precuneus [− 6; − 56;22], the left and right middle temporal gyrus
([− 46; − 56;28] and [56; − 14; − 16]), and the left and right inferior
parietal lobe ([− 54; − 58;30] and [52; − 50;40]). The reversed contrast, LF–LR, showed no signiﬁcant clusters for the restudy items and
showed activity in the occipital lobe [− 10;78,10] and in the supplementary motor area [− 6;8;56] for the testing items.
Differences in practice effects between testing and restudy trials. Practice
effects were visible in different areas for the testing and the restudy
trials. To test in which brain areas this difference was signiﬁcant, we
calculated interaction effects between practice condition and later memory. The interaction effect showed areas in the supramarginal and angular
gyrus in the left IPL ([−56; −46; 44] and [−54; −60; 44]) and the left
MTG [−64; −46; −6] (statistics in Table 3, activation map in Fig. 3B)
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Fig. 2. Translation performance at the memory test seven days after testing and restudy practice. Proportion of words translated correctly and reaction times (for correct responses
only) per practice condition, as measured on the ﬁnal recall test after seven days. Results are displayed separately for all words (the two left bars of each ﬁgure) and for those words
to which the participants responded “Yes, I know the translation” during practice (the two right bars of each ﬁgure). Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean. In all cases,
performance was signiﬁcantly better for the tested than for the restudied words. *** p b .001, ** p b .01.

that were predictive of later memory in the test condition but not in the
restudy condition.
Discussion
In this study, we investigated neural correlates of testing effects
by comparing testing and restudy practice in an fMRI experiment.
Replicating previous behavioral results, delayed recall was better
and faster for tested words than for restudied words (e.g., Karpicke
and Roediger, 2008; Roediger and Karpicke, 2006a,b). Several areas
in the brain were more active during testing than during restudy, including bilateral IFG and striatal areas. Areas that were more active
during restudying than testing included the right MTG and bilateral
IPL. Further analyses revealed that later memory was predicted by
more activity in the left MTG and IPL during testing — but not
restudying. Together, results show that testing improves memory
retention more than restudying and that (1) this practice effect is
related to greater activity in the IPL and MTG during testing but not
during restudy, (2) that IFG activity is enhanced during testing in comparison to restudy, and that (3) increased activity in striatal and midbrain areas during testing may contribute to memory strengthening.
First, based on the notion that testing effects involve increased semantic elaboration of the connection between words and translations

(Carpenter, 2009), we hypothesized that IPL and MTG would be more
active during testing than restudying, and that activity in these areas
would predict later memory. Results did not support the ﬁrst prediction. On the contrary, activity in parts of IPL and MTG was higher during restudy than testing. However, the second prediction was partly
conﬁrmed: activity in the left IPL and MTG predicted later memory,
yet only during testing and not during restudy. These results suggest
that activity in the IPL and MTG reﬂects a cognitive function that is
important for the beneﬁcial effects of testing but not restudying.
IPL is an association cortex that is engaged in different higher cognitive functions, presumably supporting the integration of complex information and knowledge retrieval (Binder et al., 2009). During semantic
elaboration, IPL is thought to integrate semantic information into context and to combine separate concepts into a larger coherent meaning
(Lau et al., 2008). Memory studies have related IPL activity to both unsuccessful encoding and successful retrieval (e.g., Daselaar et al., 2009;
Uncapher and Wagner, 2009). The relation with unsuccessful encoding
has been attributed to increased elaboration of irrelevant information,
such as during mind-wandering (Daselaar et al., 2009; Kim et al.,
2010; Vannini et al., 2011). As a case in point, both the IPL and the
MTG have been associated with the so-called default mode network
(DMN), a set of brain areas that tends to be activated when thoughts
are not focused on a speciﬁc task, for example, during rest and self-

Table 1
Brain regions showing more activity during testing than during restudy.
Cluster

Cluster size

p

Local maxima

1

3382

b.0001

2

728

.0001

3

1718

b.0001

4

1764

b.0001

5

970

b.0001

6

1073

b.0001

Anatomical area

x

y

z

t

Left Anterior IFG, p. orbitalis (~BA 47)
Left Mid-IFG, p. triangularis (BA 45)
Left Posterior IFG, p. opercularis (BA 44)
Right Anterior IFG p. orbitalis (~BA 47)
Right Mid-IFG, p. triangularis (BA 45)
Left supplementary motor area
Right middle cingulate
Right caudate nucleus
Left putamen
Left thalamus
Left midbrain
Right midbrain
Left inferior parietal lobe
Left middle occipital gyrus
Left lingual gyrus
Right lingual gyrus
Right calcarine gyrus

−30
−40
−42
34
42
−6
10
12
−12
−6
−8
8
−32
−26
−8
16
12

24
24
4
24
20
18
20
10
6
−10
−20
−20
−56
−72
−82
−68
−76

0
24
34
−4
10
50
44
−2
−4
6
−12
−12
46
42
10
8
12

7.90
5.48
6.80
7.38
3.47
6.65
4.75
5.89
5.26
4.39
4.07
4.06
4.96
4.66
4.48
3.86
3.83

The table contains all clusters that were signiﬁcantly more activated during testing than restudying, when combining later remembered and later forgotten trials over the three
practice blocks. Statistical tests were performed with an uncorrected threshold of p b .001 at voxel-level, and a FWE-corrected threshold of p b .05 at cluster-level. The table
lists the cluster-size in number of voxels, cluster-level p-value and information about local maxima (anatomical labels, MNI coordinates and t-values). BA = Brodmann area,
IFG = inferior frontal gyrus.
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Fig. 3. Brain activity related to beneﬁcial effects of testing. A. Clusters that were signiﬁcantly more activated during testing than during restudying. Color coding as indicated on the
left scale of the color map. B. Clusters in the left inferior parietal lobe (IPL) and middle temporal gyrus (MTG) that showed an interaction effect between practice condition and later
memory. Activity in these regions during testing, but not during restudying was predictive of later memory. Color coding as indicated on the right scale of the color map. Statistical
tests were performed with an uncorrected threshold of p b .001 at voxel-level, and corrected for multiple comparisons with a FWE-corrected threshold of p b .05 at cluster-level.
Contrast estimates for the comparison of later remembered (LR) and later forgotten (LF) items are shown for two local maxima, error bars indicate 90% conﬁdence intervals.

referential thoughts (e.g., Buckner et al., 2008; Mason et al., 2007).
Other areas which were more activated during restudying than testing,
such as the middle cingulate and medial orbitofrontal cortex, also show
an overlap with the DMN, suggesting that some of the activation during
restudying could reﬂect increased task-unrelated semantic processing.
On the other hand, there is an overlap between the DMN and cortical regions that are consistently engaged during successful episodic
retrieval together with medial temporal lobe structures (Rugg and
Vilberg, 2013). Areas of the DMN, including the angular gyrus in the
IPL, tend to show greater activity during the recollection of stronger
episodic memories than during familiarity responses to weaker memories (review in Kim, 2010). Moreover, the functional connectivity
between DMN areas and the left hippocampus appears to increase
during successful deep as compared to more shallow encoding, possibly reﬂecting the encoding of novel episodes into the larger scale
self-referential DMN (Schott et al., 2013). Therefore, one interpretation of practice effects in IPL during testing could be the involvement
of general recollection networks, an idea that is further supported by
studies that link IPL activity to retrieval success: IPL activity increases
when more information is retrieved (Vilberg and Rugg, 2008, 2009),
feelings of remembering are strong (Wagner et al., 2005), or more

attention is drawn towards retrieved information (Cabeza et al.,
2008; Ciaramelli et al., 2010). So while overall higher activity in IPL
during restudying than testing might reﬂect processes involved in
self-referential thought or mind-wandering, the higher IPL activity
during testing of later remembered than later forgotten words suggests that differences between retrieved representations predict
later memory. Note that we only analyzed trials in which participants
indicated that they successfully retrieved a translation. Activity is
therefore likely to be driven by the amount or quality of the retrieved
information and not by mere retrieval success.
The left MTG and neighboring regions are commonly associated
with the long-term storage of lexical representations (Hagoort, 2005).
Some argue that access to the meaning of words occurs in MTG (Jamal
et al., 2012; Pugh et al., 2005), with this area acting as a store of conceptual features of semantic representations or as a hub that connects lexical representations to distributed semantic networks (Lau et al., 2008;
Zhuang et al., 2011). Because activity in MTG predicted later memory
only during testing and not during restudying, it seems that only processing of actively retrieved representations predicted later memory
whereas processing of representations evoked by passive restudying
did not. One possible explanation for this is that testing, more than

Table 2
Brain regions showing more activity during restudy than during testing.
Cluster

Cluster size

p

1

1612

b.001

2
3

863
711

b.001
b.001

4

1103

b.001

5
6

290
643

0.02
b.001

Local maxima
Anatomical area

x

y

z

t

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

50
56
54
8
28
26
−8
12
24
64
−54
−48
−58

−70
−56
−46
−50
34
28
58
60
62
−16
−66
−60
−64

28
46
40
40
48
42
4
10
6
−14
42
36
30

4.97
3.93
3.76
4.61
4.43
4.26
4.39
4.36
3.68
4.26
3.95
3.88
3.70

IPL
IPL
supramarginal gyrus (IPL; ~ BA 40)
middle cingulate gyrus
middle frontal gyrus

Left middle orbital gyrus
Right superior medial gyrus
Right superior frontal gyrus
Right middle temporal gyrus
Left angular gyrus (IPL; ~ BA 39)

Structured like Table 1. BA = Brodmann area, IPL = Inferior parietal lobe.
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Table 3
Brain regions showing (A) practice effect during restudy, i.e., more activity during restudying of words that were later remembered (LR) than during restudying of words that were
later forgotten (LF); (B) practice effect during testing; (C) different practice effects during restudy and during testing.
Cluster

(A) LRRS > LFRS
1

Cluster size

p

Local maxima
Anatomical area

x

y

z

t

242

0,0438

Left rectal gyrus
Right rectal gyrus
Left superior orbital gyrus

−2
6
−10

40
52
52

−20
−14
−14

4.41
3.70
3.36

(B) LRT > LFT
1

5505

b.001

2

2353

b.001

3

2926

b.001

4

1822

b.001

5

1405

b.001

6

625

b.001

Left superior medial gyrus
Left superior frontal gyrus
Left superior frontal gyrus
Left middle temporal gyrus
Left angular gyrus (IPL)
Left Inferior Parietal Lobe
Left middle cingulate cortex
Left precuneus
Right supramarginal gyrus
Right angular gyrus
Right superior temporal gyrus
Left middle temporal gyrus
Left middle temporal gyrus
Right middle temporal gyrus
Right inferior temporal gyrus
Right inferior temporal gyrus

−12
−12
−10
−46
−54
−56
−6
−6
52
44
56
−64
−56
56
52
48

56
56
52
−56
−58
−52
−52
−56
−50
−60
−54
−46
−42
−14
−26
−10

8
28
38
28
30
44
40
22
40
34
28
−6
−4
−16
−18
−24

6.51
6.14
5.67
6.06
5.80
5.71
6.02
4.85
5.66
5.07
4.59
5.37
5.03
4.91
4.42
3.64

Left middle temporal gyrus
Left supramarginal gyrus (IPL)
Left angular gyrus (IPL)
Left supramarginal gyrus (IPL)
Left angular gyrus (IPL)

−64
−56
−54
−56
−48

−46
−52
−60
−50
−68

−6
44
44
40
44

3.49
3.93
3.78
3.70
3.67

(C) (LRT–LFT) > (LRRS–LFRS)
1
253
2
371

0.04
0.01

Structured like Table 1. LRT = activity during testing of later remembered items; LFT = activity during testing of later forgotten items; LRRS = activity during restudying of later
remembered items; LFRS = activity during restudying of later forgotten items. For all regions reported in the third section, the difference between later remembered and later
forgotten items was larger in the testing than in the restudy condition. The reverse interaction (larger practice effect in restudy than in testing condition) showed no signiﬁcant
clusters. BA = Brodmann area. The supramarginal gyrus and the angular gyrus together form a part of the inferior parietal lobe (IPL).

restudying, activated relevant memory representations that facilitate
later access to the translation, for example, mediators that link characteristics of the Swahili word to its translation (Carpenter, 2011; Pyc
and Rawson, 2010).
In sum, activity in left IPL and MTG during testing but not during
restudying was predictive of later memory. This does not support
the idea that semantic processing is in general enhanced during testing in comparison to restudying, as was put forward in earlier testing
effect papers (Carpenter and Delosh, 2006). Instead, results suggest
that semantic processing during testing is more beneﬁcial for memory than semantic processing during restudying, possibly because it is
more focused on relevant associations. This explanation is in line with
recent suggestions that testing improves later recall because it inﬂuences the speciﬁcation of search sets that are activated in response
to available retrieval cues, such that relevant target information is activated more effectively (Karpicke and Blunt, 2011; Karpicke and
Smith, 2012; Karpicke and Zaromb, 2010). In terms of the present
study, testing may have increased the suppression of incorrect translations that would otherwise be activated in response to the Swahili
words and/or may have facilitated the activation of the correct translations. This idea that testing facilitated later recall by strengthening
the association between the presented Swahili cues and the recalled
translations is further supported by the behavioral outcome that
tested words were translated signiﬁcantly faster than restudied
words on the ﬁnal test.
A second major result that supports the conclusion that testing
might selectively improve target associations was the enhanced activity in IFG during testing than restudying, which we had predicted
based on accounts that mental effort is important for testing effects
(e.g., Pyc and Rawson, 2009). IFG has repeatedly been related to

intentional, non-automatic processing in memory studies (e.g., Race
et al., 2009). During retrieval, IFG is thought to be involved in the
controlled access to relevant information in memory and in the selection among competing representations (Badre and Wagner, 2007;
Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2007). Higher activation during testing
than during restudying therefore supports the idea that testing involves
more intentional, effortful processing than restudying. Possibly, the
memory search during testing recruits control-processes in IFG for the
activation of and selection among possible translations. Increased effort
could also underlie the observed activations in lingual gyrus, which
responds to visual processing demands (Mechelli et al., 2000) and in
supplementary motor areas, which have been linked to effortful word
selection processes in language production (Alario et al., 2006).
These results are particularly interesting in light of behavioral ﬁndings that testing effects increase with test difﬁculty: IFG activity during
memory retrieval increases when cues are weak (e.g., Crescentini et al.,
2010; Danker et al., 2008), and likewise, behavioral testing effects increase when cues are weak (Carpenter, 2009; Carpenter and Delosh,
2006). Vice versa, IFG activity decreases during repeated retrieval acts
(Petersson et al., 1999), and likewise, the amount of memory improvement per retrieval act decreases with repetition, especially when the
delay between retrievals is short (Pyc and Rawson, 2009). These neural
and behavioral results have both been explained with changing demands on controlled, effortful processing (e.g., Danker et al., 2008;
Kelly and Garavan, 2005; Pyc and Rawson, 2009). Interpreting IFG activity in the present study in terms of enhanced cognitive control is thus in
line with previous imaging and behavioral studies about repeated
testing practice as well as with theoretical claims that testing constitutes a desirable difﬁculty during learning that improves memory
(Bjork and Bjork, 1992).
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However, whereas activity in IFG during encoding has consistently
been related to effective memory formation, in particular for verbal
information (meta-analysis by Kim, 2011), we found only indirect
proof of such a relation in this study: IFG activity was higher and
later memory was better for tested than for restudied items but
there was no direct relation between IFG activity during practice
and later memory (i.e., no practice effect). This could be due to the
fact that – unlike previous studies – we measured brain activity during additional practice of stimuli that had already been studied extensively before. It is plausible that learners invested more effort to
practice words that they found difﬁcult to remember than to practice
words that they found easy, which could conceal positive effects of effort on memory if the difﬁcult words were more likely to be forgotten.
In sum, testing increased activity in IFG in comparison to restudying,
possibly reﬂecting higher demands on effortful control processes necessary for the selective activation of the correct translations, but the amount
of this processing as such was not predictive of better memory retention.
Additional regions that were involved in testing more than
restudying included parts of the midbrain and the ventral striatum.
This is interesting because these are key structures of the brain's
motivation and reward-system (Shohamy and Adcock, 2010). Dopaminergic neurons that project from tegmental areas in the midbrain
to the ventral striatum highlight motivationally signiﬁcant information (Camara et al., 2009), and direct attention toward relevant or
‘adaptive’ information during memory encoding (Wittmann et al.,
2008; for a review, see Shohamy and Adcock, 2010; Wittmann
et al., 2005). Increased activity in these areas could reﬂect an additional mechanism by which testing strengthens the memory trace
by highlighting information as relevant and enhancing attention.
This is in line with speculations that during testing, interactions
between the hippocampus and dopaminergic neurons in ventral
tegmental midbrain areas could enhance long-term potentiation
in the hippocampus and thereby learning (Roediger and Butler,
2011). In addition, genetic determinants of dopamine projections
to the prefrontal cortex have been related to retrieval-induced suppression of irrelevant information, which presumably reduces future
interference (Wimber et al., 2011). As dopaminergic activations are
higher during more effortful tasks, it has been speculated that dopaminergic regions might be involved in a gating mechanism that
adjusts the amount of cognitive resources for the processing of
incoming information (Boehler et al., 2011). Involvement of such a
gating mechanism would offer a plausible explanation for testing
effects from an evolutionary point of view: information that is readily available in the environment (as during restudying), is likely to
remain available in the future. In contrast, information that must
be retrieved from memory with effort (as during testing) is likely
to cost cognitive capacities again during future retrievals. Therefore,
investing resources to better remember tested information is more
useful on average than to remember restudied information, because
remembering tested information is more likely to reduce future processing costs.
Conclusion
We report three major ﬁndings on mechanisms potentially underlying testing effects: ﬁrst, semantic association areas in the left IPL
and MTG were more active during testing of later remembered than
later forgotten words, but showed no such relation to later memory
for the restudied items. Activity in these areas might reﬂect the selective enrichment of semantic associations that improve later access
to the target-information during testing. Second, testing increased activity in IFG in comparison to restudying. This supports claims that
testing requires more effortful cognitive control than restudying due
to the suppression of irrelevant responses and the selective activation
of target information. Third, areas in the ventral striatum and midbrain
were more active during testing than during restudying, which could
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reﬂect activity that supports prefrontal selection processes during memory retrieval as well as motivation and reward circuits that strengthen
memory retention. To conclude, the present study improves insight
into the neural correlates of testing effects; it thereby adds to explanations of behaviorally established testing effects and further encourages
the use of tests in educational practice.
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